Section A
Listening:
Task 1)

a) The Tate Liverpool (‘The Tate gallery' can be accepted)
The Isle of Skye
b) How to travel there (or similar)
c) Learners should identify travel options for both locations, e.g.
• At least two of: ‘on foot’, ‘bus’ or ‘car’ for The Tate Liverpool
• Both of ‘train’ and ‘ferry’ for The Isle of Skye
(Learners should have at least 3 out of 5 answers in Task 1 correct to
achieve the criterion.)
(AC 1.1)

Task 2)

a) The Tate Liverpool (The gallery can be accepted)
Yes
The Isle of Skye
Two days or more
b) Three of the following should be given:
• take a camera
• go for a walk or a hike early
• wear the right gear -sturdy mountain/hiking boots, plenty of layers
and waterproofs
• travel off-season (accept 'avoid July and August)
• ask the locals where to go
(Learners should get at least 4 out of 7 answers in Task 2 correct to
achieve the criterion.)
(AC 1.2)

Speaking:
The learner should be assessed for the following throughout both the conversation and
discussion exercises:
•

AC 2.1 - Speak clearly and confidently, using stress and intonation in a way that
suits the situation and conveys meaning.

•

AC 2.2 - Adapt speech to the audience, purpose and situation, using a range of
linguistic features and vocabulary as appropriate.

•

AC 2.3 - Express clearly statements of fact, explanations, instructions, accounts
formal reports or descriptions.

•

AC 2.4 - Present information and ideas in a logical sequence, providing further
detail and development to clarify or confirm understanding.

•

AC 3.1 - Make requests in different contexts, to obtain detailed information, using
language, register, stress and intonation to suit the situation.
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Conversation –
In addition, at specific moments in the conversation, the learner should do the following
with sufficient accuracy to be understood:
•
•

AC 3.2 - Form questions appropriate to the situation using a range of verb forms
and adapting intonation accordingly.
AC 3.3 - Respond coherently to detailed or extended questions.

Discussion –
During the discussion the learner should do the following with sufficient accuracy to be
understood:
•

AC 4.1 - Follow and effectively participate in discussion for different purposes,
listening and adapting responses to suit audience and situation.

•

AC 4.2 - Make clear contributions, supported with evidence relevant to the
audience, purpose and context, helping to move the discussion forward.

•

AC 4.3 - Express, and respond to, feelings, preferences, wishes, opinions and
views using language, intonation and register appropriate to the situation.

•

AC 4.4 - Use appropriate phrases for interruption and change of topic.

•

AC 4.5 - Respond to criticism and give constructive criticism.
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Section B
Listening:
Task 1)

a) The emergence of carpooling (accept ‘carpooling’ or ‘car sharing’)
18 million people
Any bay
b) Environment and city traffic
Public transport, taxi, not taking the journey
(Learners should have at least 3 out of the 5 questions correct in Task 1
correct to achieve the criterion.)
(AC 1.1)

Task 2)

a) Learners should write three of:
• reduce or avoid strenuous, outdoor exercise
• stay away from pollution hotspots
• try to get to work a little earlier
• if you cycle, run or walk use back streets
• carry your reliever inhaler with you if you use one
• if you have asthma, use your preventer inhaler regularly.
b) 2008/over 500 cities
stand out from the crowd
inexperienced taxi drivers (accept ‘taxi apps’)
Accept any one of - Technology is a good thing / business is good
despite the app companies / easier to connect with (new)
customers (also accept ‘positive’, i.e. he feels positive)
(Learners should have at least 4 out of the 7 questions correct in Task 2 to
achieve the criterion.)
(AC 1.2)

Speaking:
The learner should be assessed for the following throughout both the conversation and
discussion exercises:
•

AC 2.1 - Speak clearly and confidently, using stress and intonation in a way that
suits the situation and conveys meaning.

•

AC 2.2 - Adapt speech to the audience, purpose and situation, using a range of
linguistic features and vocabulary as appropriate.

•

AC 2.3 - Express clearly statements of fact, explanations, instructions, accounts
formal reports or descriptions.

•

AC 2.4 - Present information and ideas in a logical sequence, providing further
detail and development to clarify or confirm understanding.
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•

AC 3.1 - Make requests in different contexts, to obtain detailed information, using
language, register, stress and intonation to suit the situation.

Conversation –
In addition, at specific moments in the conversation, the learner should do the following
with sufficient accuracy to be understood.
•

AC 3.2 - Form questions appropriate to the situation using a range of verb forms
and adapting intonation accordingly.

•

AC 3.3 - Respond coherently to detailed or extended questions.

Discussion –
During the discussion the learner should do the following with sufficient accuracy to be
understood:
•

AC 4.1 - Follow and effectively participate in discussion for different purposes,
listening and adapting responses to suit audience and situation.

•

AC 4.2 - Make clear contributions, supported with evidence relevant to the
audience, purpose and context, helping to move the discussion forward.

•

AC 4.3 - Express, and respond to, feelings, preferences, wishes, opinions and
views using language, intonation and register appropriate to the situation.

•

AC 4.4 - Use appropriate phrases for interruption and change of topic.

•

AC 4.5 - Respond to criticism and give constructive criticism.
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Appendix A
Discussion - Section A

In the discussion, you are going to decide in a group who wants to take part in the UK’s
Biggest Coffee Morning event. You need to put a team together to raise as much money
as possible for the charity. Here are some details:

The UK’s Biggest Coffee Morning asks people to host their own coffee
mornings with a group of friends, family or co-workers. The money goes
towards providing medical and emotional support to both people with
cancer and their loved ones.
Bake some delicious treats to go with your coffee and ask guests for
donations. Why not hold a raffle or cake auction as a fun way to boost
your fundraising on the morning? You could ask friends and family to
donate a cake (made or bought) and use the cakes as auction or raffle
prizes.
This year's UK’s Biggest Coffee Morning will take place on Friday 2
March.
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Appendix B
Discussion - Section B
You are going to discuss a new government initiative for an alternative way to travel to
work.
You should read the following article and then discuss the project’s advantages and
disadvantages, if you would like to take part in this scheme and other alternatives to
driving to work.

The Government’s Cycle to Work Scheme is about promoting an alternative way to travel
to work.
The cycle to work initiative is a tax-efficient, and on the whole, salary-sacrificed
employee benefit that provides a way of encouraging more adults to take up cycling.
The cycle to work scheme allows employees to obtain commuter bikes and cycling
accessories through their employer, whilst spreading the cost over 12 months. As the
cost of the bike comes out of the employee’s pay before tax, they can make a saving of
between 25% and 39% on the value of the bike and accessories.
In addition, ‘Bikeability’ training courses are available through local cycle dealers.
The training takes the cyclist through a comprehensive programme aimed at equipping
them with skills and knowledge for safe cycling. The scheme is designed to encourage
people to get active, try alternative travel and reduce pollution.
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